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surfaces, etc. Non-residential space is demanded in residen-
tial houses; such as workshops, and spaces for development 
of leisure-time activities. This means increased standards for 
entrance areas, house surroundings, etc.
There is an intense need to conceive residential houses for 
diﬀ erent kinds of reconstruction; and for the revitalisation 
of devastated parts of cities, the so-called brown ﬁ elds. An 
integration with civic services saves on public transport and 
the environment; construction plots; investment funds; the 
workforce; expensive equipment and maintenance. It also 
provides new possibilities of architectural composition, and 
an increased attractiveness of poly-functional facilities. It 
goes without saying that the removal of architectural barri-
ers is necessary for the improved quality of life of the handi-
capped, mothers with prams, children, and the elderly.
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Notes
[1] The working hours are assumed to shorten by two to four hours a 
week, for example many Western European countries have adopted 
the model of 36-hour work week.
[2] If in 1969 only four computers with Internet address were registered 
in the whole world, a decade later there were about a hundred, in 
1989 their number had increased to 100,000, and currently there are 
over 60 million computers of this type.
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Boštjan BUGARIČ
Transformations of structure 
and programme in three 
Slovene coastal cities
1. Introduction – social and physical 
transformations of three Slovene 
coastal cities
Through the course of history, Slovene coastal cities[1] have 
undergone considerable physical and social transformations. 
In the beginning of the 20th century the medieval city cen-
tres with prevailing inﬂ uences of the Venetian Republic were 
struck by industrialization. The perimeter of city centre itself 
was not a suitable environment for the development of new 
social contents and new circumstances of trade. After WWII 
coastal cities experienced a rapid growth due to far-ranging 
political changes. After this industrial developmental episode 
further growth was boosted by the establishment of a new 
seaport in Koper. The socialist era has lead to a consider-
able degradation of city programme in Slovene coastal cities 
as the requirements of the social structure, which consisted 
mostly of factory and port workers, were rather modest. Nev-
ertheless, in the sixties some higher educational programmes 
begun to take shape. These eﬀ orts eventually resulted in the 
establishment The University of Primorska in the nineties. 
The end of the century was characterized by the economical 
restructuring as previously public property came into private 
possession. The consequences of this process included the 
collapse of large industrial plants due to their poor ability to 
resist the competition and the ever-increasing privatization 
of public space in the city. The process of touristiﬁ cation[2] 
of city centres has also had an important inﬂ uence on public 
space, most notably in Slovene coastal cities.
The unsuitable and outdated legislation arranging the ﬁ eld 
of urban planning and the lack of methodological tools and 
criteria to assess spatial development are enabling real estate 
investors to operate rather freely. The preparations of urban 
plans are ineﬀ ective and lengthy. There is a lack of capacity 
to endorse ﬂ exible strategies and methods of urban plan-
ning, so developmental policies are reduced to the pursuit of 
proﬁ t, which subjects the entire coastal region to the mode 
of managing where urban planning is entirely governed by 
the ﬁ nancial beneﬁ ts of investors. Urban planning on a lo-
cal scale is oriented towards the establishment of long-term 
spatial plans, which prevents the detection of spatial con-
sequences of the un-directional ﬁ nancial expansionism. In 
this context the urban planers are prevented from making 
open and democratic developmental decisions which would 
include all city actors and not just the elite.
The state of the three discussed Slovene coastal cities reﬂ ects 
the unbalanced nature of spatial planning, contributing to 
the divergence of diﬀ erent social classes and the continu-
ous growth of the gap between the rich and the poor. The 
social structure of city centre users is changing because of 
the processes of gentriﬁ cation[3]. After the establishment of 
independence of Slovenia the housing conditions in the city 
centres have become unsuitable. This was largely due to a 
lack of investments into renovation, since the city centre us-
ers were mostly members of marginal social groups.
The intertwinement of economical development and politi-
cal disposition has largely contributed to the formation of 
the present day appearance of Slovene coastal cities. The 
organization of space was set on the grounds of economic 
investments and diﬀ erent formal relations between the city 
and its users have evolved. After the end of the era of indus-
trialization large buildings remained vacant and have come 
to represent degraded areas. During the time of transition 
large shopping areas have been introduced into the urban 
sphere. Their consumer-oriented nature has caused a further 
degradation of the city centre programme, as the cities of 
consumption are displaced from city centres and have no 
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connection with them whatsoever. The social and urban 
state of Slovene coastal cities is increasingly unstable due 
to the proﬁ t-oriented developmental policy which ignores 
long-term developmental objectives.
2. Transformations of medieval city 
structure as a consequence of 
industrialization; 1900
During the time of the industrial revolution the requirements 
of new programmes led to changes of the medieval struc-
ture and relations in the cities. New functions were begin-
ning to concentrate within the city centre[4], providing new 
possibilities for employment and raising of living standards. 
This caused a widespread wave of migration into the cities 
from the countryside. As early as 1969 Mumford discusses 
rapid growth of the number of city dwellers and reports 
that in the year 1800 each of the world’s largest cities was 
inhabited by less than a million inhabitants, while ﬁ fty years 
later the population of certain cities exceeded one million. 
By the year 1900 eleven metropolises with more than one 
million inhabitants have developed[5]. Thirty years later 27 
such metropolises existed. Because of exceeding concentra-
tion of programmes and high density of inhabitation of city 
centres large industrial plants and factories began to develop 
outside city centres.
The process of industrialization had also left traces in Slovene 
coastal cities. These are noticeable particularly in the case of 
Izola, which is currently facing a problem of degraded areas 
in places of former industrial plants. The developmental case 
of Koper is not a classical example of industrialization, since 
it represents a special case of development of the seaport 
and its infrastructure, which by far exceeded the scale of the 
old city centre in a short period of time. Industrialization is 
least obvious in the case of Piran, as the industrial objects 
were constructed outside the city centre in the direction of 
the neighbouring Portorož.
The city centre of Koper has been seriously inﬂ uenced by the 
development of the seaport, established in 1957. The land for 
the port infrastructure was formed by ﬁ lling in the shallows, 
separating land and the island, with debris. The dike near the 
mouth of Rižana river in the direction of Ankaran had left the 
Škocjanski zatok completely isolated, while the terminal part 
of Badaševica river was redirected to ﬂ ow into the Semedel-
ski zatok. Today Luka Koper is the only Slovene seaport and 
spreads over 1600 hectares (Cifrek, 2002). It represents one 
of the fundaments of the economic power of the country. 
Its size exceeds the scale of the city and it is not associated 
with the city in terms of programme and space. It was dif-
ﬁ cult for the historical agglomeration of the city centre to 
compete with spatial and programme demands of the port. 
The modern way of life has inﬂ uenced the urban appearance 
of the Koper island as well. Bernik (1968) establishes that 
the anthropocentric scale of the historical agglomeration 
had collapsed as the city was subjected to partial planning 
without an integral developmental vision.
In the case of Izola the industrial programme was developed 
in a completely diﬀ erent manner. Industrial activities were 
developed in close proximity of the city centre or even inside 
its perimeter. Like Koper, Izola too was once an island, which 
was merged with the coast as late as the 19th century. The 
setting of salt-pans in the shallows between the island and 
the shore played a signiﬁ cant role in this connection. The city 
centre of Izola begun to take on a new appearance because 
of the progressing industrialization and the construction of 
new industrial plants. The eﬀ ects of industrialization were 
more signiﬁ cant than in the case of Koper or Piran. At the end 
of the 19th century the ﬁ rst canned ﬁ sh factory in the Adriatic 
region was built on the northwest part of the peninsula. The 
Ampelo factory was constructed by foreign investors in the 
year 1879. It was erected in the city centre and contributed 
to the new development of the city. The factory was built by 
the French company Societe generale francaise de conserves 
alimentaries and was, in turn, transformed into the Delamaris 
factory. In Izola, this time period was marked by Austrian 
and Italian investments. Four new factories were built on the 
coastal part of Izola, reaching as far as the Simonov zaliv 
(Bernik, 1968). The fast industrialization of Izola contributed 
to the change of the social structure of the city centre users. 
The ﬁ lling in of the land between the island and the shore 
enabled a new organization of space and the development 
of a new range of city programmes, which could not ﬁ t into 
the city centre. Industrialization had also left traces in the city 
centre of Izola itself – though the architectural appearance 
of the centre remained almost intact, the social structure of 
the centre was inﬂ uenced profoundly. Today, modernized fa-
çades can be observed in the architecture of the outer line of 
buildings in the city centre and so can numerous examples 
of unsuitable use of colours, which bear no association with 
the Mediterranean region.
As mentioned above, the inﬂ uence of industrialization is 
least pronounced in the case of Piran. In the 20th century 
a soap factory, using sea salt as a basic raw material, was 
constructed in the nearby Portorož. The structure of the Pi-
ran urban tissue and the conﬁ guration of the terrain do not 
permit the construction of large buildings. Industrial plants 
were therefore constructed outside the city centre along the 
road to Portorož.
Figure 1:  Development of the city and the port in the case of Koper. (Source: adopted after: Cifrek, 2002)
The image of the city 1900:2000 
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3. Large-scale functionalism or the new 
social utopia; the period after Second 
World War
After WWII the renovation of buildings was a fundamental 
social and political task. It was conceived on the basis of 
functionalistic thought and CIAM’s critical discourse. The de-
mand for the construction of housing buildings supported 
the ideological orientation of functionalism. A political ori-
entation of this strategy, particularly in the coastal area, is 
perceivable in the formal interventions into the cities: ﬁ rstly 
through the rapid growth of housing neighbourhoods and 
later through the conceptual urban interventions into the 
structure of the city. In the year 1966 Investi biro elaborated 
a regional plan of the Slovene coast. This plan represents the 
ﬁ rst integral plan of the coastal region of Slovenia and Istria 
as well as the ﬁ rst landscape design in the former Yugoslav 
area. The head urban planner in the preparation of an integral 
plan for the arrangement of the coastal region of Slovenia 
from Debeli rtič to Sečovlje was Edo Mihevc. Čebron Lipovec 
(2007) divides the interventions Mihevec had planned for 
the coastal cities into four categories: renovations of selected 
old buildings, interventions into the protected buildings, in-
terventions of new architecture and the designs for parking 
areas. Mihevc’s work represents a signiﬁ cant contribution 
to the integral arrangement plan for the Slovene coast. He 
combined functionalism and the traditional, well established 
solutions. Through the use of traditional details, which he 
incorporated into his modern architectural designs, he es-
tablished a basis of critical regionalism and interpreted its 
contents in his own speciﬁ c manner. Examples of this include 
the perforated concrete carrier, used as a balcony parapet or 
a pergola and the perforate roof pedestal, which he derived 
from a local motif of attic mezzanine windows.
Despite Mihevc’s large-scale interventions and the integral 
character of his solutions of problems concerning the urban 
planning of the coastal region, some programme aspects, 
which inﬂ uenced the development of this area in a particular 
way, were not taken into consideration to a suﬃ  cient degree. 
According to the functionalistic doctrine, the formal arrange-
ment of space ought to cause simultaneous arrangement 
of programmes, relations and actions of urban actors. Košir 
(2000: 82) deﬁ nes the problem concisely when he states that 
“in fact, functionalism commits two great errors; the ﬁ rst one 
is the teaching that the composition of society can be inﬂ u-
enced by the urban form itself, the second one is the exces-
sive rigidness of its theoretical basis, which only considers 
the rational, the vulgarly functional component and pushes 
all irrational and traditional aspects aside.” Functionalism as 
a movement has attempted to solve the social problems 
within the cities. An utterly formal manner of renovation was 
employed and little emphasis was placed on directing the 
diversity of city programmes. Equating the social structure in 
equal buildings had contributed to the uniformity of needs 
for city programmes and in turn this led to the decrease in 
the diversity of the population of city users. In this context, 
the classiﬁ cation of functionalism by Rossi (1982), which ex-
plains that functionalism strives to transform the model of 
a capitalist house[6] into the para-capitalist house[7] and in 
turn into the socialist house[8], holds true, particularly in the 
case of housing buildings in Koper. This manner of operation 
initiated a social reform, which eventually produced a rather 
uniform supply of programmes for the city users. On the level 
of urban programme, diversity was replaced by equality and 
urban programme lost its diversity and became simpliﬁ ed.
This process started largely due to the political events, which 
took place after the year 1954, when the Slovene coast lost 
its economic and political centre with the annexation of 
Trieste to Italy. The process of urbanization of coastal cities 
initiated large-scale migrations stimulated by the need for 
new workforce. The immigration of workers and intellectuals 
from Slovenia and other Yugoslav republics was supposed 
to speed up the urbanization process of coastal cities. The 
coastal region was envisioned to become an unbroken ur-
ban strip with well developed tourist programme, without 
considering the programme and communication links of 
coastal tourism to the activities in the hinterland. All three 
coastal cities have developed their character on the basis 
of certain activities. Koper assumed the central role of the 
entire coastal region because of its location near the border 
and its seaport. Izola developed ﬁ shery and tourism, which 
were overshadowed by industry in the eighties of the 20th 
century. Piran was the only one of the three to remain a key 
tourist destination and thus represents a unique example of 
a well preserved coastal city per se.
The interventions, planned for the Slovene coast after the 
WWII, were labelled political because of their socialistic ori-
entation. The demand for new housing directed the con-
struction of new housing neighbourhoods, which begun to 
substitute the former burgeois architecture. The relationship 
towards the management of the city structure had changed 
from capitalistic to socialistic. Koper and Izola have lost their 
original ﬁ shery town character to industrialization and much 
attention was devoted to the construction of new housing 
buildings. “The social programme, demographic changes 
and poor physical condition of the existing urban tissue have 
directed the extent and the quality of new constructions” 
(Koselj, 1997: 44). Several new housing neighbourhoods were 
constructed, including Semedela in the hinterland of Koper 
(1961), chain houses in Piran (1960), prefabricated houses in 
Šalara (Koper, 1962) and a particular type of tourist accom-
modation, examples of which are bungalows in Lucija and 
Strunjan (1960–62). A unique example of Mihevc’s mode of 
operation is the introduction of a new typology – a skyscrap-
er – into the city centre of Koper. In part, this is an ideological 
statement as the skyscraper were intended to construct a 
sort of city walls, a dominant structure which could com-
pete with the church bell-tower. Koselj (1977) establishes that 
the emphasis on high structures reﬂ ects a market oriented 
economy, leading to the increase of real-estate prices. The 
consequences are clearly observable in the silhouette of the 
city, pierced by new shapes of high structures. These new 
shapes cut into the visual structure of the city, while their 
inhabitants, mostly immigrant workers, lowered the demand 
for the diversity of city programme in the old city centre. This 
sort of ‘cleaning’ of the city centre is not justiﬁ ed even accord-
ing to theoreticians like Jacobs (1961), who claims that urban 
planning cannot be considered a form of art. Her proposal for 
the renovation of old city centres is not oriented towards rad-
ical interventions, which bring about new programme, like in 
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the case of functionalists, but rather towards self-organized 
renovation programmes which put a human face on urban 
planning. In this context it is important, that urban planning 
does not only follow the capital interests, but is also formed 
on the basis of needs and desires of city users.
4. Degradation of urban planning 
as a consequence of transition: 1990
All Slovene coastal cities exhibit the absence of participa-
tive urban planning. The unbalanced manner of placing pro-
grammes into the urban space and excessive interventions 
into the natural environment have supported the excessive 
stereotypization of space. The public space has begun to 
loose its basic function as the programmes it houses are 
oriented commercially. The processes that have transformed 
the city in a sense of form and programme, have commenced 
in the industrial period, as is shown on ﬁ gure 2. The transi-
tion from the classical industrial city to the Ford type city 
and ﬁ nally to a post-Ford type metropolis has caused the 
evolution of new programmes and their dispersal in space. 
A dispersed city structure can function better, if it possesses 
suitable communications, linking diﬀ erent areas. In places 
where new forms of transport have linked diﬀ erent areas, 
the city had begun to grow, while in other areas the lack of 
traﬃ  c communications has caused a development of aban-
doned zones. The city centre once played a central role, but 
has since become a business or a bureaucratic centre. New 
organization forms, distinguished one from another by their 
function, begun to take shape in the suburbs. New cities of 
consumption, consisting of shopping centres, emerged and 
so did theme-park areas, industrial areas, technological parks 
and new housing areas, organized as gated communities.[9]
The contemporary city is shaped by the fast ﬂ ow of capital, 
governing the contemporary way of life. The city centre used 
to be the main holder of the city’s identity. Today cities of con-
sumption, with almost exclusively commercial programmes, 
have been built outside city centres and are attracting a 
growing number of consumers. Decisions, made by experts 
and politicians, do not create favourable circumstances for 
the development of programmes. The city centre is man-
aged by a small group of individual actors, who are merely 
puppets of the capitalist arrangement governed by a few 
wealthy individuals. Their decisions direct the entire ﬂ ow of 
capital and consequentially the physical development of the 
city. Members of the political public are important actors in 
the making of space-related decisions as well, so resolving 
spatial problems relies heavily on political decisions. These 
decisions are partial to capital interests, which do not provide 
a long-term basis for the regular development of space. The 
development of cultural programmes – key indicators of the 
level of social development – is neglected.
And where have these processes of transformation of Slo-
vene coastal cities lead to? Which are the consequences of 
foreign investments into the sphere of public space and 
how do the unbalanced interventions into urban planning 
manifest themselves? The architecture of all three considered 
cities is characterized by the use of unsuitable colours, which 
are supposed to bear an association with the Mediterranean 
area. Outside the city centres new mega-structures are be-
ing constructed. They provide an attractive scene and thus 
contribute to the emptying of city centres. Turistiﬁ cation, 
perceivable particularly in the case of Piran, leaves the in-
habitants of the city in want of suitable programmes. This is 
most clearly observable outside the tourist season, when the 
city is rather abandoned. Izola and Koper are undergoing a 
process of gentriﬁ cation; the high real-estate prices are caus-
ing a deliberate change of the social structure of city centre 
residents. In part, the population of Koper is slowly changing 
due to the activities of the university programmes. Thus it 
is gaining a critical mass of users, who require additional 
social programmes. Capital interventions have initiated the 
construction of the city of consumption with densely packed 
structures, which dominate the ﬁ rst plan of the city view. 
Izola is facing a problem of restructuring abandoned indus-
trial buildings. The demand for new apartments on the mar-
ket could cause these areas, located in the city centre itself 
or in its close proximity, to become sites of densely packed 
apartment buildings, with a high density of population. In 
long-term this could cause signiﬁ cant changes on the level 
of public space. To prevent the disappearing of public space 
certain activities which attract visitors to certain city areas 
need to be developed. The consumer society represents an 
ideal target audience for the commercial events, taking place 
in the suburbs, and is pressuring the activities in the city 
centre to take on a commercial character as well. “Capitalism, 
and the modern age, is a period in which, with the extinction 
of the sacred and the ‘spiritual’, the deep underlying material-
ity of all things has ﬁ nally risen dripping and convulsive into 
the light of day; and it is clear that culture itself is one of 
those things whose fundamental materiality is now for us not 
merely evident but quite inescapable” (Jameson, 1991: 67).
The optimal solution, which would enable the association of 
city actors and users, is a systemic transformation of tools for 
the coordination of spatial plans. In the process of decision 
making and formation of city programmes it is important 
to form a link between independent groups of civil society 
(non-government organizations, independent experts) and the 
municipality, which has to provide them with the possibility 
of free operation. Action manoeuvring can lead to a higher 
diversity of happening in the abandoned and impoverished 
city areas and to higher awareness of the public regarding 
the problems of urban planning. Communication amongst all 
involved actors is imperative as “no organic improvement is 
possible without a reorganization of its processes, functions, 
and purposes, and a redistribution of its population, in units 
that favour two – way intercourse, I – and – Thou relationships, 
and local control over local needs” (Mumford, 1961: 645). Kos 
(2006) discusses the solution to the crisis of spatial planning 
in the form of strategic planning, which would lead to more 
transparent and open planning procedures, particularly in the 
case of the Slovene coast. According to Kos (2006), this manner 
of operation enables diﬀ erent actors to attempt to win public 
support for their developmental perspectives. When employ-
ing such a planning scheme certain changes can be expected: 
higher diversity of actors as opposed to one manager of space; 
the undertaking of unﬁ nished operations, open to change and 
capable of adapting to developmental processes; the decision 
making processes becomes open to meet the requirements 
of all co-dependent actors. Goličnik (2006) asserts that the 
The image of the city 1900:2000 
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Figure 2: The transformation of a city with the central concentration of programme into a city with dispersed programme. (Carmona 
et al., 2003: 30)
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selection of indexes and the assessment of the quality of liv-
ing must consider several diﬀ erent spatial aspects and points 
of view of city users. This creates a mutual process between 
users and the physical space, the environment of events. The 
key and basic step for further development of Slovene coastal 
cities is the reorganization of communications, particularly the 
introduction of new and diverse models of public transport and 
promotion of the so called ‘soft’ mobility. To ensure a higher 
quality of living in the city it is necessary to encourage the mu-
tual association of programmes of the city and its hinterland. 
Multi-modal nodes can contribute to the restructuring of traf-
ﬁ c arrangement and help to solve the problems of parking in 
the city centre and pollution on account of the ever-increasing 
use of personal transport vehicles on the Slovene coast. In this 
respect it is important to raise awareness of users regarding 
diﬀ erent mobility options and implement strategies to create 
new kinds of public transport.
5. Conclusion
The analysis of urban development of three Slovene coastal 
cities through three subsequent historical periods dem-
onstrates how combined social and economic factors can 
change spatial relationships in the cities. Every time period 
leaves its own physical mark which can prove to be spatially 
unsuitable in the next historical period. Today we can observe 
numerous examples of abandoned industrial sites in the cit-
ies which have become degraded and of little or no use. The 
functionalistic architectural and urban design interventions 
in the cities exist without contributing to the city because 
of their untimely ideological and social features. Shopping 
areas, which have appeared during the period of transition, 
follow the developmental trends in much the same fashion 
as they proceeded in the USA. They represent attempts of 
transformation of programmes in these areas and occur as a 
consequence of investors taking possession of real estate and 
implementing its commercialization. In the USA this process 
has already progressed to the next level since it started as 
early as ﬁ fty years ago. The process of commercialization is 
increasingly present in European cities as well. The spatial 
interventions in the period of industrialization and function-
alism have been characterized by the construction of new ar-
chitecture in the city centre or its close proximity, while today, 
commercial mega-structures are constructed in the suburbs. 
The emptying of the city centre is causing several negative 
consequences: the buildings are not in use and are left to 
decay, the lack of programme in the city centre is becom-
ing apparent. If this trend will proceed Slovene coastal cities 
could become a target of touristiﬁ cation and gentriﬁ cation. 
This would ensure their formal renovation, while the restora-
tion of urban programme and society would remain ques-
tionable, as the city actors would pursue the goal of making 
proﬁ t and produce programmes, intended for a single type of 
user. In turn, this could lead to the further reduction of the 
diversity of city programme. Consequently, the new relation-
ships between the city users would most likely lead to the 
privatization and elitization of public urban space.
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Notes
[1] The article discusses three Slovene coastal cities: Koper, Izola and Pi-
ran.
[2] Touristiﬁ cation is a criterion of dominance of tourism-related activi-
ties, the basis of which is an unselective spatially-functional transfor-
mation of ambiences and buildings for the purposes of tourism and 
free-time activities (Hočevar, 1998).
[3] Gentriﬁ cation is an action strategy of attracting the middle and higher 
social classes back into the old city centres and urban areas with unfa-
vourable social structure. Hočevar (1985: 85) describes it as a “process 
of physical renovation, new construction and transformation of social 
classes, in exceptional cases even the complete change of popula-
tion. The essence of this concept is to stimulate strong investments 
into urban areas within the city centre, which are populated by im-
migrants and/or lower social classes and therefore create a suitable 
housing environment for the higher social classes”.
[4] The city centre comprises the area of the historical city, where, nor-
mally, basic urban functions are concentrated.
[5] These metropolises were Berlin, Chicago, New York, Philadelphia, 
Moscow, St. Petersburg, Vienna, Tokyo, Calcutta, London and Paris 
(Hudnik, 2002).
[6] The capitalist house is let by its owners. Everything inside it serves the 
production of proﬁ t (Rossi, 1982).
[7] The para-capitalist house is built for a single family, who can let an 
entire ﬂ oor (Rossi, 1982).
[8] The socialist house is a new type of building in socialist countries, 
where there is no private property (Rossi, 1982).
[9] Gated community is a closed urban neighbourhood, an area populat-
ed by the higher social classes. It represents an example of the physi-
cal segregation of the population, where the residential areas of the 
higher social classes are physically separated from the streets with all 
their crime and violence.
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Tomaž PIPAN
Reading Pearl River Delta 
from an Aldo Rossi 
perspective
1. Introduction
The ability to understand a city is believed to be a fun-
damental necessity of every urbanist. The multitude of 
scientiﬁ c texts and theories that have spawned from this 
belief gives one little reassurance that this understanding 
is even remotely possible. Is it a problem of the theoreti-
cal discourse or a problem of nature of the city? Maybe 
it is a problem of subjectivity and diﬀ erent ways in which 
people perceive and read the city. Whatever the reason, the 
fact that the City has so far always managed to outgrow its 
theories will not change, at least for now. In this aspect we 
could assume it is no diﬀ erent with the reading of the city 
as proposed by Aldo Rossi in The Architecture of the City. 
This text will confront Rossi’s theory with the new type of 
a city that has sprouted on the East, post-communistic and 
hyper-capitalistic city of Shenzhen.
The conditions and reasons on which this city came of be-
ing are very speciﬁ c and, above all, diﬀ erent from condi-
tions of the cities that Rossi was looking into. One of the 
main diﬀ erences that could be understood as of great sig-
niﬁ cance is the time span in which Shenzhen developed 
from a local village into a sprawling metropolis. What took 
European cities centuries, Shenzhen ‘accomplished’ in two 
decades. What happens when a city comes into existence 
in a glimpse of time, in a comparative fraction of a second? 
Do the rules of reading such an entity still comply with the 
rules set out by Rossi?
2. Pre-assumptions and Focus
Fist, the main focus of this argument and its critical assump-
tions which will confront Rossi’s reasoning has to be exam-
ined. The text will focus on the Early Phase in development 
of Shenzhen. This phase is not endemic to Shenzhen, in fact 
it is common for the whole Pearl River Delta (PRD). It as-
sumes that urban fabric in this phase consists predominantly 
Figure 1:  Deng Xiaoping on one of the ‘advertisements’ for building a new Shenzhen. (Source: Chung et al., 2001)
